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The technological world is in the midst of a quantum computing and quantum information re-
volution. Since Richard Feynman’s famous “plenty of room at the bottom” lecture1, hinting at the
notion of novel devices employing quantum mechanics, the quantum information community has
taken gigantic strides in understanding the potential applications of a quantum computer and laid
the foundational requirements for building one. We believe that the next significant step will be to
demonstrate a quantum memory, in which a system of interacting qubits stores an encoded logical
qubit state longer than the incorporated parts. Here, we describe the important route towards a
logical memory with superconducting qubits, employing a rotated version of the surface code. The
current status of technology with regards to interconnected superconducting-qubit networks will be
described and near-term areas of focus to improve devices will be identified. Overall, the progress
in this exciting field has been astounding, but we are at an important turning point where it will be
critical to incorporate engineering solutions with quantum architectural considerations, laying the
foundation towards scalable fault-tolerant quantum computers in the near future.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum computing holds the promise of solving some
computation problems that are untenable on conven-
tional computers2–4. Loosely speaking, quantum com-
puting targets problems that can exploit entanglement
and superposition to explore a multitude of computa-
tional paths, then select the correct answer through con-
structive interference. For example, Shor’s algorithm ad-
dresses the computational challenge of factoring by ex-
ploiting quantum interference to measure the periodicity
of arithmetic objects2.
However, there is a pernicious flaw to this increase in
computational power. In a quantum computer, the in-
formation is encoded in quantum bits, or qubits, which
need to interact strongly with one another, external in-
puts for control, and outputs for detection, but noth-
ing else. This leads to the quantum conflict : balan-
cing just enough control and coupling, while preserving
quantum coherence. This conflict represents a fun-
damental impediment to reducing the physical qubit
error rate low enough to perform long/difficult/large-
scale/practical quantum computations with them dir-
ectly.
Fortunately it has been shown that with quantum
error correction it is possible to perform fault-tolerant
quantum computing5,6. The essential idea in quantum
error correction (QEC) is to encode information in sub-
systems of a larger physical space that are immune to
noise. QEC can be used to define fault-tolerant logical
qubits, through employing a subtle redundancy in super-
positions of entangled states and non-local measurements
to extract entropy from the system without learning the
state of the individual physical qubits. The particular
architecture for implementing a fault-tolerant operating
scheme has bearing on the requirements necessary for the
underlying physical qubits.
While there are many approaches to achieving
quantum fault-tolerance, one of the most promising is
the two-dimensional (2D) surface code7–9. This code has
a high tolerance to errors, or threshold (approximately
6.7 × 10−3), requires only nearest-neighbor qubit inter-
actions, has simple error syndrome extraction circuits10,
and a suite of fault-tolerant logic based on transversal
gates8, code deformation9,11, or lattice surgery12.
All together, this suggests that to build a quantum
computer we require:
• A physical qubit that is well isolated from the en-
vironment and is capable of being addressed and
coupled to more than one extra qubit in a control-
lable manner,
• A fault-tolerant architecture supporting reliable lo-
gical qubits, and
• Universal gates, initialization, and measurement of
logical qubits
A physical quantum computer satisfying all three
of these requirements is still an outstanding challenge.
However, in recent work, physical qubits in trapped-
ion and superconducting systems have reached the point
where errors are at or below the threshold13–16, and net-
works of 4-9 superconducting qubits with individual con-
trol and readout have been used to show concepts of error
correction17–19. Over the next few years the field will be
at a stage of building interesting quantum devices with a
complexity that could never be emulated in full general-
ity on a classical computer (∼ 50 or more qubits). These
devices will allow us to understand nature in a regime
that has never been explored before, offering new insight
into analog simulations of quantum systems. Nonethe-
less, near term progress towards the monumental task
of fully fault-tolerant universal quantum computing will
hinge upon using QEC for demonstrating a quantum
memory: a logical qubit that is sufficiently stable against
local errors and ultimately allows essentially error-free
storage.
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Figure 1. A systems view of a quantum information pro-
cessor. It consists of a physical and logical layer. The phys-
ical layer provides the error correction and consists of a phys-
ical quantum processor that has both input and output lines
that are controlled by the quantum error correction processor.
This processor is in turn controlled by the logical layer where
the encoded qubits are defined and the logical operations are
performed for the desired quantum algorithm.
In this Review we present a view of what a medium-
sized quantum computing system will comprise as well
as a discussion on the current state of coherence, control
and readout of superconducting qubits. We also detail
some of the main challenges which the community will
face to build a device of O(100) qubits so as to further
the state-of-the-art of QEC and approach a useful fault-
tolerant quantum memory.
II. THE QUANTUM COMPUTING SYSTEM
AND FAULT-TOLERANT ARCHITECTURE
A full quantum computing system can be envisioned
within a layered structure as shown in Fig. 1. The sys-
tem is comprised of two primary layers, a physical qubit
layer, and a logical qubit layer. The lower physical layer
contains physical qubits controlled via a QEC processor,
which is in essence a classical processor that uses meas-
urement outcomes of the physical qubits to realize a QEC
code. This classical processor keeps track of the phys-
ical errors which arise, and implements the appropriate
feedback on the controls of the physical qubits. The
upper layer of Fig. 1 is called a logical layer and func-
tions through control of the physical layer. Here, logical
qubits are encoded within the fully error-corrected sys-
tem of physical qubits, and logical controls and readouts
are governed through a processor that determines how
to implement difficult quantum algorithms, e.g. Shor’s,
Grover’s, and quantum simulation2–4.
Residing at the very bottom of the physical qubit
layer are imperfect physical qubits, which have been ex-
plored in a variety of different experimental systems:
superconducting qubits17–20, trapped-ion15,16,21, solid-
state spin22,23, nuclear spin24,25, non-linear photonic26,
and neutral atom27 qubits, which are just a few examples
of more mature qubit systems demonstrating multi-qubit
operations. Coherence times in these systems are rel-
atively varied. However, for the purposes of quantum
computing, it is important to normalize coherence to the
gate (control) lengths possible for the system. Especially
for superconducting qubits, with coherence times in the
∼100 µs range and gate lengths ∼10-100 ns, the number
of operations per coherence time becomes a very prom-
ising number (currently approaching 104 operations).
Inputs and outputs to the layer of physical qubits are
controls and readouts, respectively. For superconduct-
ing qubits, controls can involve a full suite of microwave
electronics and pulse-shaping, to realize specific qubit ro-
tations and two-qubit controlled operations. The noise
on these controls is filtered and attenuated so that the
noise at the qubit is negligible. It is also important for
readout of superconducting qubits to be boosted through
stages of amplification, the first of which is quantum-
limited28–30. Analog readout signals are then digitally
processed either on classical computers or in customized
field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) for fast pro-
cessing31,32. A schematic of the physical layer for super-
conducting qubits is shown in Fig. 2. Although currently
the quantum error correcting process sits at room tem-
perature, it is possible in the future that some of this op-
eration might be performed at lower temperatures stages
within the dilution refrigerator33.
The particular arrangement of physical qubits is gov-
erned by selection of a fault-tolerant error correction
architecture. With high error thresholds and simple
physical lattice arrangement, the rotated surface code
(RSC)35 is one of the most promising schemes for QEC.
Fig. 3a shows a conceptualized version of the RSC con-
sisting of d2 data qubits (the black dots at the vertices of
the graph) arranged in a square lattice where d is the dis-
tance of the code (shown for a d=5 code). These qubits
are in a simultaneous eigenstate of both the (d2 − 1)
Z-parity (blue faces) and X-parity (red faces) stabil-
izers and the logical qubit is the one remaining uncon-
strained degree of freedom. The Z(X)-parity stabilizers
are the multi-qubit operators represented by the product
of single qubit Z (X) operator on the data qubits loc-
ated at the vertices of the face. A logical X¯ (Pauli X
bit-flip logical gate) is represented by a chain of X op-
erations that connect the two X-boundaries (red lines)
and a logical Z¯ (Pauli Z phase-flip logical gate) is rep-
resented by a chain of Z operations that connect the two
Z-boundaries (blue lines).
The QEC processor (green slab in Fig. 1) sits above the
physical controls and readouts and functions to keep the
lattice in a simultaneous eigenstate of the Z-parity and
X-parity stabilizers implemented by the circuits shown in
Fig. 3b. The order of the controlled-NOT (cNOT) gates
is important for fault-tolerant operation to ensure that all
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Figure 2. The physical qubit processor is located at the
bottom (15 mK) plate of a dilution refrigerator. Microwave
pulses are generated at room temperature using synthesizers,
arbitrary waveform generators, and mixers. These pulses are
filtered and attenuated to assure negligible noise at the qubit.
High-fidelity readout of the qubit state requires quantum lim-
ited and other cryogenic amplification to overcome thermal
noise for digitization and weighted homodyne measurement34.
The quantum error correction processor sits above and orches-
trates the physical control and readout functions, to perform
the error correction protocol.
error syndrome bits correctly identify single error faults
anywhere in the extraction process. In each cycle, d2− 1
syndrome bits are extracted, and in the absence of errors
the syndrome bit will have the same value every cycle.
Each time the syndrome bit changes value, an endpoint
of a chain of errors is identified. From these chains, Ed-
monds’ minimum weight perfect matching algorithm can
be used to find the set of corrective operations37. Correc-
tions are applied to the classical data associated with the
measurement results rather than to the actual physical
qubits. This ensures that no corrective operations need
to be applied to the qubits (no additional errors) and no
complicated feedback is necessary.
To realize this code we induce coupling between the
data qubits and the syndromes by using a quantum
bus38,39. The arrangement of the bus is shown in Fig. 3c
as the green squares, where each bus couples to four
data qubits and each qubit couples to two buses allowing
a tiling that achieves the connectivity required for the
RSC40. Using this tiling and provided the gate is dir-
ectional (e.g. cross-resonance41 and tunable-frequency
activated gates42) a minimum of five frequencies are re-
quired to allow selective two-qubit gates36. At IBM we
are using coplanar waveguide microwave resonators for
the bus and examples of connected multi-qubit experi-
mental devices employing this sub-lattice are shown in
Fig. 4.
With an error-corrected sea of physical qubits, it be-
comes possible to enter the logical layer of Fig. 1.
In the RSC only the logical Hadamard can be imple-
mented transversally (i.e. the logical gate is represents
by the product of operations on the single qubits) up
to a rotation of the code. The version of the cNOT
that we find attractive because of its lower overhead
is provided by lattice surgery12. Optimal implementa-
tions of the remaining logical gates S =
√
Z, T =
√
S
are still open questions. It is known that RSC or any
2D stabilizer code can not implement all universal gates
transversally43 and methods such as distillation and in-
jection are needed44. The distillation process for the T
gate is the most expensive in terms of number of physical
qubits and the community is working hard to reduced this
overhead45,46. With these logical operations all quantum
gates can be implemented efficiently using the Solovay-
Kitaev algorithm47 or more recent optimizations48,49. At
the top of this layer sits the proposed applications of
quantum computing, including the possibility to perform
quantum algorithms such as Shor’s factoring2, Grover’s
search3, or digital quantum simulations of real world
chemical molecules and dynamics4.
For the rest of this article, we focus primarily on the
lower section of the diagram, giving some detail about the
current state of such a quantum computing system with
respect to superconducting qubit technology implement-
ing the RSC approach for quantum error correction. We
will discuss some of the challenges that lie ahead for the
superconducting qubit community in the march towards
implementing a fully-error corrected surface of physical
qubits.
III. COHERENCE OF SUPERCONDUCTING
QUBITS
Josephson junction (JJ) based superconducting qubits
have emerged as one of the contenders to build a practical
quantum computer. Detailed descriptions of supercon-
ducting qubits have been discussed previously20,50 and
here we only provide a brief historical overview and con-
cise description of current state-of-the-art implementa-
tions.
Superconducting qubits are constructed out of one or
more inductors, capacitors and JJs. By virtue of employ-
ing superconducting materials, losses in these systems
can be greatly reduced which is a necessary requirement.
The JJ consists of a superconducting electrode, a thin
insulator and another superconducting electrode allow-
ing Cooper pairs to tunnel across the insulating barrier
and behaves effectively as a non-linear inductor. This cir-
cuit element is necessary because its non-linearity leads
to quantum mechanical energy levels that are not equally
spaced. The deviation from a harmonic oscillator (or an-
harmonicity) permits the isolation of two energy levels to
provide the computational basis states |0〉 and |1〉 for a
qubit. Typically, qubit transition energies (between |0〉
and |1〉 are in the microwave frequency regime, ∼ 4 − 6
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Figure 3. (a) The rotated surface code (RSC) with d2 data qubits (black circles) and the (d2 − 1) X- (red) and Z-parity
(blue) checks, shown for d=5. Examples of errors are shown (white lettering inside black data qubit circles) along with the
corresponding measured syndromes for surrounding parity checks. Logical operation boundaries are shown for X and Z Pauli
operations as red and blue lines, respectively. (b) The quantum circuits used to perform the Z-parity and X-parity checks.
The order of these checks ensures that no hook errors10 can be incorrectly assigned as single-qubit errors. (c) A physical
realization of the RSC superconducting qubits with quantum buses for mediating interactions. Here, quantum buses are used
to connect data qubits to syndrome bits for Z and X parity detection. Furthermore, a proposed arrangement of five distinct
qubit frequencies (numbering within the qubits) is shown to minimize crosstalk and addressability errors36.
Figure 4. Images of four recent devices fabric-
ated at IBM. The device in the top left corner contains
2Q(ubits)/1B(us)/2R(eadout resonators) and is currently be-
ing used to study optimal two-qubit gates. The top right
corner shows a device with 3Q/2B/3R which was used to
demonstrate a parity measurement40. In the lower left corner,
is a device with 4Q/4B/4R for demonstrating the [[2,0,2]]
code17 and the lower right corner shows a device of 8Q/4B/8R
for studying both Z and X parity checks. Inset shows an op-
tical micrograph of an individual transmon qubit.
GHz, and the difference between this transition and one
that involves going out of the qubit manifold |0〉 , |1〉 is 5%
for weakly anharmonic qubits like the transmon qubits51.
Important metrics for the qubits are the coherence
times, T1 and T2 (energy relaxation and dephasing times,
respectively). Energy relaxation quantifies the time it
takes for a qubit to decay from its excited state |1〉 to
the ground state |0〉 (a bit-flip error) while dephasing
times correspond to the time it takes for a quantum su-
perposition state |+〉 = (|0〉 + |1〉)/√2 to lose its phase
relationship between |0〉 and |1〉 (i.e. a phase-flip error).
Both quantities play an important role as shorter times
will reduce the accuracy of quantum operations.
The first experimental demonstration of a supercon-
ducting qubit52 is attributed to the group at NEC in 1999
albeit with T2 ∼ 1 ns. Since this seminal result, many
groups around the world conceived and implemented a
variety of superconducting qubits by varying the super-
conducting circuits, for example, by adding loops inter-
rupted by one or more JJs or by adding capacitors. Re-
search involving all these variants helped the community
shed light on what limits coherence times. By now it is
known that charge noise, flux noise, the microwave en-
vironment, and materials play crucial roles.
Any electromagnetic mode with finite quality factor
that couples to the qubit will impact the T1. T1 limita-
tions from various external couplings can now be ana-
lytically calculated, by analyzing the real part of the
admittance as seen by the qubit53. As such, over the
years many results have shown how to reduce or elimin-
ate residual coupling to electromagnetic modes that are
present, intentional or not54–56. At the same time it is
also necessary to minimize stray radiation especially at
high frequency which may be capable of generating quasi-
particles57,58.
5Dielectric loss plays a crucial role and appears to be
limiting T1 for many superconducting qubits. It is be-
lieved to be due to two-level systems (TLSs) at the micro-
scopic level59 that couple to the qubit’s electric field60–62.
This dielectric loss manifests itself in two different ways.
First, bulk insulating material with a non-zero loss tan-
gent that is involved in any of the qubit’s total capacit-
ance can limit T1 times. A continuum of TLSs residing
in this bulk material lead to the standard exponential
decay. However, when there are only few TLS present
the dielectric loss manifests itself differently. Individual
TLSs at some specific frequencies can couple to the qubit
and give rise to avoided level crossings among other un-
desirable effects59.
For the transmon qubits which we design63, we typic-
ally aim for a transition frequency of 5-5.4 GHz, with an
anharmonicity of ∼ −346 MHz so that the charge dis-
persion is less then 30 KHz. With numerical simulations
combined with static field simulations of the qubit design,
we aim to to achieve a qubit capacitance of Cq ∼ 65
fF, paired with a JJ critical current of about I0 ∼ 27
nA. The junction is made quite small (100 − 200 µm
× 100 − 200 µm ) which avoids TLS defects residing in
the tunnel junction. The shunting capacitor is formed
by metal pads spaced apart as much as 70 µm so as to
minimize dielectric loss from any of the substrate sur-
faces61,62. This style of qubit currently provides some
of the highest and reliable coherence times for transmon
devices, T1, T2 ∼ 100µs, almost 5 orders of magnitude
improved over the initial demonstration of superconduct-
ing qubits and enough to demonstrate concepts of error
correction.
IV. CONTROL OF SUPERCONDUCTING
QUBITS
To universally control a quantum system, it is suffi-
cient to be able to perform arbitrary single-qubit gates
and a two-qubit gate64. For superconducting qubits most
researchers have converged on using microwave drives to
perform arbitrary single-qubit rotations in the x−y plane
through control of the amplitude and the phase of the
drives. However, for transmon qubits, due to the weak
anharmonicity, it is necessary to perform corrections due
to the effects of the higher levels. The standard is to use
Derivative Removal Adiabatic Gate (DRAG) shaping65.
This approach has improved single-qubit gate fidelity to
5(2)× 10−4 as demonstrated by benchmarking66. Inter-
estingly, coherence times predict that these gates should
still be much better, and it is still an open question as to
what is the limitation66.
There have been many variants of entangling two-qubit
gates for superconducting qubits, each with their own set
of pros and cons. We find it convenient to split the gates
into two classes. One class of gates contains all of those
which rely on the dynamical flux-tunability of either the
underlying qubits, or some separate sub-circuit. This in-
cludes the direct-resonant iSWAP67,68, and the higher-
level resonance induced dynamical c-Phase (DP)14,42.
The second class of gates contains all those in which the
qubits have fixed-frequencies and microwave sources are
used to activate the interaction. The gates in this class
include the resonator sideband induced iSWAP69, the
cross-resonance (CR) gate13, the Bell-Rabi70, the mir-
cowave activated phase gate71, and the driven resonator
induced c-Phase (RIP)72.
The primary advantage of the dynamically tunable
class of gates is the ability to operate the qubits in
very different regimes: one in which the qubits are in-
dependent with negligible interaction, and one where the
two-qubit interaction is maximized. In the first regime,
single-qubit gates can be applied trivially without the
need for specialized decoupling schemes as the qubits
will not experience significant crosstalk errors. In the
second regime, the qubits can be tuned to optimize the
two-qubit interaction so as to enable the shortest pos-
sible gate times. This allows simple single-qubit gates,
the possibility of strong two-qubit interactions, and low
crosstalk errors. The main disadvantages of such gates
are the reliance on flux-tunable qubits, which can have
reduced coherence times due to flux-noise73, the risk of
interacting with other energy levels in the system dur-
ing tuning, and additional circuit and control complexity
due to on-chip tunable flux controls or couplers which
support dynamical tunability.
For the case of the microwave two-qubit gates, the
qubits are fixed in frequency, and thereby can be parked
at ‘sweet-spots’ of coherence or made to be untun-
able. Furthermore, the addressing hardware and shaped-
microwave controls become analogous to those of single-
qubit gates. There is additional circuit complexity for
some of the schemes, specifically CR gates require local
microwave addressability for each qubit. The most sig-
nificant disadvantages for the fixed-frequency gates are
tradeoffs to either coherence or single-qubit control in
order to have stronger two-qubit interactions. For ex-
ample, in the CR gate the qubit-qubit detunings which
would give the strongest two-qubit interaction, also hap-
pen to result in reduced single-qubit addressability. This
potentially could be overcome by optimal control.
, Fast high-fidelity two-qubit gates is still an open area
of research, although great progress has been made with
the DP gate14 achieving 6× 10−3 and we have achieved
1.4(2)×10−2 with the CR gate and 2.3×10−2 with RIP.
Moving forward these gates need to be made better and
a good goal for the field is to achieve errors below 10−4,
∼ 100 times less than the RSC threshold so that the
overhead is not too large. As these fidelities continue to
improve, important questions emerge in verification and
validation. It becomes critical to bound the errors for
different characterization methods: for example although
randomized benchmarking74,75 has become a standard
for the field, it is also known that this method fails to
pick out particular types of errors76.
6V. READOUT OF SUPERCONDUCTING
QUBITS
To discern the state of a superconducting qubit, it has
become standard to use a dispersive interaction with a
resonator77–79. This interaction results in a dispersive
shift that causes the frequency of the resonator to change
depending on the state of the qubit79. The resonator fre-
quency is interrogated with a microwave pulse, typically
at a frequency near the midpoint of the resonant frequen-
cies corresponding to the ground and excited states, and
the phase and amplitude of the reflected signal are used
to distinguish the state of the qubit. The appropriate
discrimination techniques (including machine learning34)
and optimal control protocols for depopulation and reset-
ting of the cavity states80 are areas of important explor-
ation for realizing repetitive error correction protocols
required for syndrome detection.
However, a large part of the focus for improving
readout is dealing with the circuitry after the resonator,
including elements such as filters and amplifiers. Purcell
filters54–56 are commonly used to reduce the probabil-
ity of the qubit to undergo spontaneous emission (and
hence excited state relaxation) by changing the coupled
external environment at the frequency of the qubit. Al-
though original incarnations81 had a very small frequency
bandwidth of protection, since then better designs have
allowed for larger bandwidth versions55,56 which should
allow for T1 to be in principle well over 10 ms, while still
having enough signal for high-fidelity readout.
Quantum limited amplifiers are used to further
boost the readout resonator signals, and a number of
parametrically-driven options are now widely available.
These include Josephson parametric amplifiers, which in-
corporate a microwave resonator with an inherent non-
linearity, parametrically driven so as to activate a three-
wave-mixing effect28. Other amplifiers also incorpor-
ate four-wave mixing via a Josephson-ring modulator,
with the added benefits of frequency conversion or non-
reciprocity82. Besides these amplifiers which add the
minimal half-photon of quantum noise, near quantum-
limited amplification with demonstrated directionality
are also being investigated using traveling-wave effects
and SQUIDs30,83,84. In total, the level of sophistica-
tion for qubit-readout amplifiers has matured signific-
antly such that high-fidelity single-shot readout is a well-
known experimental technique.
VI. TECHNICAL CHALLENGES AHEAD
The technical advances over the last 15 years for super-
conducting qubits have been astounding. However, it is
important to ask what is now necessary for a demonstra-
tion of quantum computing on a modest sized system and
what such a demonstration might look like. With current
experiments scaling into double-digit number of qubits,
a lattice of O(100) physical qubits which can perform
quantum error correction experiments is well within pos-
sibility in the near term. Such a system would serve as an
invaluable learning tool not just for testing the feasibility
of QEC, but also for enabling insight into how to scale
a system to the next level of 104 to 108 physical qubits.
With such numbers of physical qubits, some of the ca-
nonical quantum algorithms could possibly be tested in
a universal fault-tolerant system. Getting to this import-
ant intermediary stage of O(100) qubits would represent
a major stepping stone towards bringing the next level
of quantum computing to reality.
There are still a number of important technological
challenges to address to successfully demonstrate an
O(100) qubit system. Aside from advances in coherence
times, optimal control and calibration routines for high-
fidelity quantum gates, the following list represents other
critical areas for exploration and advancement:
• Breaking the plane. Arrangements of multi-qubit
devices to-date have been limited to a single phys-
ical plane. This has serious limitations for systems
beyond an n× 2 square lattice. In such a scenario,
qubits on the interior of the grid, require a path in
and out for addressability. There are many options
for breaking this “third dimension” which include
standard silicon-based lithographic techniques such
as thru-silicon-vias, a flip-chip multi layer stack, or
employing waveguide package resonance modes85.
Ultimately, the solution must also be cryogenically
compatible, preserve coherence times and gate fi-
delities, while not also introducing any new loss
mechanisms.
• Substrate modes. The device substrate size will
need to increase in order to accommodate a lar-
ger number of qubits. Due to the boundary condi-
tions of the substrate die, it will host electromag-
netic modes that decrease in frequency for increas-
ing sizes. These modes can facilitate both cross-
talk between pairs of qubits in the plane or a re-
duction in coherence times. While at the moment
this problem can be circumvented by clever design,
this challenge in the long term is an outstanding
question. Metallic vias are a potential route, al-
though these must be cryogenically compatible and
the additional fabrication processing and materials
must also not negatively impact coherence times.
• On-Chip Microwave Integrity. As the complexity
of the network grows it becomes more difficult to
insure that broken ground planes in the designed
network are still properly tied together at relevant
microwave frequencies. Improper grounding can
result in undesired slot-line modes and other spuri-
ous microwave resonances which again will lead to
cross-talk and reduced coherence. Air-bridge cross-
overs 86, vias, and flip-chip lids87 are all potential
paths towards improved microwave integrity.
• Josephson-Junction Reproducibility & Accuracy. In
7a large network of qubits, variations in the qubit
frequency will lead to undesired frequency colli-
sions of the fundamental and higher levels. Such
collisions can lead to strong correlated interac-
tions, leakage effects, and addressability errors.
Currently, numerical simulations of qubit device
designs have allowed an accurate prediction of the
qubit capacitance and the couplings. However,
fluctuations in the critical current of the Josephson
junction are currently on the order of 10%, which
result in a ∼280 MHz variation in our designed
qubits. This is a substantial spread which will
only be improved through more reliable Joseph-
son junction fabrication. Another aspect is the
long-term critical current variability of fabricated
Josephson junctions, and investigating what might
influence perturbations on successive experimental
cooldowns.
• Extensible Control and Readout Hardware. With
current qubit network devices, the usage of
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) equipment for
control and readout is not yet cost prohibitive.
However, moving towards O(100) networks would
require a substantial lowering of the cost per qubit.
This can be achieved by shifting from COTS to-
wards customized and targeted electronics solu-
tions. Nonetheless, another important caveat to
consider is the overall noise performance for differ-
ent hardware (e.g. phase, amplitude noise), and
ensuring that these would not limit ever decreas-
ing gate and readout error rates. The extensibil-
ity of readout hardware for the application towards
QEC also hinges upon having low latency, and the
ability to perform a full qubit state discrimination,
meter and qubit reset, at a fast desired measure-
ment rate. This could potentially involve custom-
ized design for fast-feedback on FPGAs, which are
also amenable to programming new concepts for
discrimination34.
• Cryogenic System Integrity. Larger devices also
mean more signal-carrying wires and ancillary mi-
crowave equipment which all sit inside of a di-
lution refrigerator. The cryogenic load will need
to be handled with care, especially in the proper
appropriation of filtering, attenuation, isolation,
and amplification so as to not degrade any coher-
ence times, while providing the ability to perform
fast and high-fidelity operations. The exact engin-
eering of the cryogenic system environment (e.g.
thermalization, impedance matching, infrared radi-
ation shielding57,58,88) and paths towards reduction
of component size and mass for isolators, amplifi-
ers, circulators, etc., are important topics of open
study.
• System Calibration. State-of-the-art high-fidelity
gate experiments66,89 have already shown that the
accuracy of gates can crucially depend on the abil-
ity to calibrate all necessary microwave pulse para-
meters. How, then, will the complexity of the calib-
ration set grow with system size? With more con-
nected qubits, the possibility of correlated errors
increase, and new sequences need to be developed
to ensure that these play no significant effect on the
performance of the independent controls. Determ-
ining how to make robust and extensible system
calibrations will be critical for high-performance
experiments.
• Verification & Validation. Tools currently exist to
measure the accuracy of one or two-qubit gates in
a relatively straight forward manner. These can
in principle be extended to larger systems but typ-
ically scale exponentially with increasing number
of qubits90 or give only partial information74,75,91.
Moving forward, tools that determine how accurate
quantum gates operate on a subset of a larger fabric
of qubits will have relevance for QEC. One current
technique, simultaneous benchmarking92, is a start-
ing point, but it is not yet clear how sensitive it can
be towards adverse errors. Overall, verification and
validation methods will likely grow from bootstrap-
ping techniques on smaller subsystems, extended
upwards towards larger lattices.
• New QEC Codes. Even though the surface code
and its variants are very attractive for guiding cur-
rent experiments, there is still a significantly large
overhead associated with proper functioning, espe-
cially when going towards logical qubit operations.
The community is actively working towards redu-
cing this overhead through either finding new codes
with inherent universal transversal operations45,46
or by reducing the requirements for magic state dis-
tillation93,94.
• Software. In the end, when an O(100) system is
built, how would such a system be operated? It still
remains to be seen what will be the assembly lan-
guage of such a quantum network, to take simple
instruction sets in a user-defined program, to be
translated into sequences of microwave and/or flux
signals that are applied to the qubits directly. Mov-
ing forward, a standardized software and compiler
code-base will need to be developed.
VII. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the road towards a full-scale universal
quantum computer with fault-tolerant error correction
will be long, dark, but filled with exciting challenges.
However, in the near future, systems of O(100) qubits are
within reach and already beyond what can be emulated in
full generality on a classical computer. This will usher in
a new era in quantum information science, with explicit
8hardware to match broad ideas in theory, and culmin-
ate in the demonstration of a useful logical memory. A
very promising route forward is the rotated surface code,
offering simplicity in the network, implemented with su-
perconducting qubits, which has shown tremendous and
rapid progress in coherence times, controls, and readout.
The challenges which we outlined in this review while dif-
ficult are not insurmountable and with clever engineering
and new insights we believe the road ahead is lit.
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